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Abstract— We present an infrastructure, FirVer, for systematic validation of firmware binaries. FirVer makes unique use of
virtual prototyping and unit testing interfaces for effective comprehension of hardware-firmware. We used FirVer on several
library functions of TianoCore, a full-featured UEFI-compatible
boot firmware developed by Intel Corporation. FirVer achieved
more than 90% in line and function coverages, and between
60% and 80% branch coverage. FirVer also enabled exploration
of corner cases that exposed segmentation faults in many
constituent functions.

I. Introduction
Firmware is software that can directly control hardware
components and is shipped with the hardware platform [1].
The hardware-specific, low-level nature of firmware distinguishes it from application code or even the operating system
(OS), which for the most part, tend to be device-independent.
In some cases, firmware provides an interface to the rest of
the OS; in other instances, firmware is executed during the
computer’s boot process, e.g., the Basic Input/Output System
(BIOS) executes before the OS is loaded. In virtually every
case, firmware executes in privileged mode. Consequently, the
correct functionality of firmware is critical to the trustworthiness of the overall system. Furthermore, it is depressingly easy
to exploit firmware vulnerabilities to compromise security
[2], [3]. Obviously, validation techniques to enable systematic
detection of firmware errors are of paramount importance to
system assurance.
Firmware validation has received considerable attention
over the recent years [4], [5], [6], [7]. Much of this work aims
to adapt software verification approaches to firmware, possibly
accounting for sparing and well-defined interfaces with hardware. Unfortunately, firmware poses some unique challenges
that make such adaptation challenging. In particular, given
the tight interaction of firmware with hardware, firmware validation is really a hardware-software co-validation problem;
however, methodologies, flows, formalisms used in practice
differ significantly for hardware and software validation flows.
In this paper, we develop an infrastructure for firmware
validation that addresses the above constraints. Our infrastructure, FirVer, (for “Firmware Verification Infrastructure”)
enables automated, binary-level concolic testing for systematic
exploration of firmware implementations. We account for
hardware-software interactions by analyzing the binary on
top of a virtual platform that includes interface definitions
for the target hardware (e.g., registers, interface protocols)
visible to the firmware. A unique contribution of FirVer
is a methodology for concolic testing directly on top of a
virtual machine without requiring a guest OS to facilitate

trace recording and analysis. Finally, it avoids the need for
supporting specific source language features by focusing on
firmware exploration at the binary level.
We have applied FirVer to test of TianoCore (http://
www.tianocore.org), a complex, full-featured boot firmware
developed by Intel Corporation. TianoCore is an open-source
implementation of the Unified Extensible Firmware Interface
(UEFI) developed as the open-source replacement for legacy
BIOS in personal computers. Our experimental results demonstrate that the method provides high assurance in firmware
validation, e.g., for the tested libraries, FirVer achieved line
and function coverage above 90%. Perhaps more importantly,
FirVer could systematically expose several segmentation fault
errors in the current TianoCore implementation.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II provides the requisite background on concolic testing and a
brief overview of binary-level concolic testing. We discuss the
challenges in applying existing concolic testing frameworks
directly on firmware binaries and present a solution, FirVer, to
extend it on firmware in section III. Section IV illustrates the
FirVer design components and we show the application and
evaluation of FirVer on TianoCore functions in the following
section. We discuss some related work in Section VI and
conclude in Section VII.
II. Background
A. Symbolic Execution and Concolic Testing
The idea of symbolic execution is to treat certain variables
as having symbolic values. The symbolic execution creates
a symbolic expression for each variable involved (in the
program under test) as follows. Consider the code fragment
below.
void test (int x, int y) {
int z = 2*y;
int p,q;
if (x ==100) {
if (x < z) {
p =2q;
}}}
The symbolic expression for p after symbolic execution of the
code fragment will be the following:
if (x == 100) then
{if (x < 2*y0) then p = 2*q0 else q0}
Since the symbolic expression represents the entire set of
values the symbolic variable can take, symbolic execution
can point to subtle corner case scenarios and hard-to-excite

bugs, e.g., scenarios corresponding to dereferencing an invalid
pointer or reading past the end of a buffer.
The name “concolic” is a portmanteau of “concrete” and
“symbolic”. Concolic testing combines concrete simulations
with symbolic execution. The software under test is first executed on concrete inputs, and the execution trace is recorded,
which includes information of the branches taken along with
any other pertinent context. The execution trace is then fed
to a symbolic execution engine (SEE); the SEE treats some
(or all) of the inputs from concrete tests as symbolic and
constructs the expressions involving these symbolic values
that are built up as it executes the sequence of operations
in the trace. The goal is to select another execution path, e.g.,
by flipping some of the conditionals in the current concrete
path. This is done by the symbolic execution engine. The
branches in the trace with conditionals involving symbolic
values are branches whose outcomes could be changed with
an appropriate choice of concrete values for the symbolic
values. For instance, suppose concolic testing starts with the
inputs x = 0, y = 0. Here, the branch being encountered
is the test (x != 100); consequently, the variable x is a
candidate variable whose value can be flipped to explore a
different branch. A constraint solver can find these concrete
values, e.g., in this case, the assignment is x != 100 and
produce a new test case exercising a new path through the
program. These new test cases are then, in turn, concretely
executed. The process repeats until all possible paths through
the software have been explored or a user-specified constraint
is satisfied.

B. Binary Concolic Testing
Enabling symbolic execution for binary code requires
keeping track of the program state during a concrete run.
To achieve this, binary concolic testing tools are generally
built on top of a virtual platform (VP) environment. The
idea is to run the target binary on top of a guest OS
executed on the VP; the guest OS can be instrumented to
provide a controlled execution environment for the binary
and record the execution environment, which is used by
the SEE. This provides a context to symbolic execution
and is instrumental to the generation of effective tests. A
popular VP infrastructure used in concolic testing tools is
the Quick Emulator (QEMU) virtual prototyping environment
(https://qemu-project.gitlab.io/qemu). It includes support for
X86 ISA, and consquently can run X86 binaries of Linux and
Windows. Correspondingly, KLEE [8] is a commonly used
SEE used for software analysis.
Concolic testing frameworks built with QEMU and KLEE
include S2 E [9] and CRETE [10]. Both use trace recording
with guest OS on QEMU VP, which is used by KLEE
to generate new tests. Our work builds upon the CRETE
framework, which enables loose coupling of concrete and
symbolic executions through standardized execution traces
and test cases. The key idea is that one can execute the
binary on top of a virtual prototyping (VP) environment and
record the concrete execution trace from the VP together with
sufficient context to enable offline symbolic execution.

III. Firmware Analysis: Challenges and the FirVer Solution
Although symbolic exploration and concolic testing have
been successfully applied on application and system code, its
application on firmware has been limited. Source-level symbolic exploration is complicated by the need to include models
of hardware to comprehend hardware-firmware interactions
that are realistic enough to exhibit the interaction corner cases
while abstract enough to eliminate irrelevant details; building
and maintaining such models for each interaction scenario is
non-trivial and labor-intensive. Furthermore, firmware source
code (when available) includes complex low-level language
features (e.g., it is common to have several levels of redirections of function pointers and a significant amount of
embedded assembly [11]), making it infeasible to apply
verification techniques that require neat language features and
formalisms. On the other hand, binary-level concolic testing is
limited in practice by the need for instrumenting and recording
binary traces, as explained above, and generally exploit the
services of a guest OS running on a VP. Unfortunately,
firmware, by its very nature, runs on “bare metal”, i.e., on top
of the hardware directly, where OS services are unavailable.
The key insight for FirVer is that it is possible to overcome
the challenges in binary-level concolic testing without requiring the addition of instrumentation or trace recording functionalities implemented through operating systems by directly
using available VP features. Note that capturing the context of
concrete execution is necessary for concolic testing to enable
dynamic sequencing of concrete and symbolic executions.
Instead, FirVer simply records (in VP) the sequence (trace)
T of instructions encountered during a concrete firmware
run. Offline analysis of T can then identify (1) the most
recent conditional encountered and (2) test inputs required
to flip the condition to generate a new run. The approach
significantly decouples the concrete and symbolic executions
by enabling symbolic execution offline while still exploiting
the benefit of using symbolic analysis to iteratively identify
test inputs for systematic exploration of firmware paths. Note
that this approach can be integrated directly into a VP without
requiring OS support; transfer of relevant information can be
performed directly from the VP to the offline SEE through
simple hypercalls.
IV. FirVer Design
FirVer implements the observations above while abstracting the trace recording and transferring hypercalls from the
user. Algorithm 1 shows the overall FirVer execution flow. To
provide this transparency, the front end of FirVer is simply
a test harness (referred to as FirVer runner) that enables
the user to specify the target firmware. In addition to the
regular test harness used in unit testing, the FirVer harness
enables the stipulation of specific variables to be concolic.
Additionally, The trace hypercall passes this information to
the SEE (see below) to enable focused symbolic exploration.
The FirVer infrastructure extends a VP framework with the
following components.
Runner executes a concrete run of the firmware, using a
test input provided by the Replayer (see below). The runner
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Fig. 1. Realization of the FirVer Solution on Firmware. (a) FirVer
Architecture during Test Generation. (b) Test Execution.

execution is seeded by an initial (default) test input provided
by the user.
Tracer captures the binary trace T from the concrete execution, together with the hardware state C reached at the end
of the concrete run. The tracer coordinates with the Trace
Manager (see below) through VP hypercalls.
Manager coordinates between the concrete and symbolic
environments. Algorithm 2 summarizes the Manager functionality. It includes a database of trace pairs hT , Ci obtained
from the Tracer. Since T includes the sequence of instructions
encountered during concrete execution, we can apply simple
control flow analysis to identify the basic blocks in T .
Furthermore, hardware interaction is computed by correlating
the encountered instructions in T with the hardware states
captured in C, e.g., update to memory location L in C would
be explicitly captured by a store instruction in T .1 The
“massaged” trace T 0 is added to the Trace-database, V and
one of the selected trace is passed into the Replayer (see
below); correspondingly, the generated tests, B from Replayer
are added to the Test database, U and one (a set) of the
previously unexplored tests, t are passed to the runner/concrete
execution environment.
Replayer. The Replayer is embedded in the symbolic execution environment. Its job is to invoke SEE and coordinate with the Manager to receive traces and generate tests.
SEE is simply an off-the-shelf symbolic exploration tool
that computes inputs to explore a feasible unexplored branch
consistent with the hardware state C, which can be solved as
a Boolean Satisfiability problem. Unlike traditional concolic
testing techniques, we only compute an unexplored control
flow from the given trace rather than exploring the entire
firmware state space. Consequently, the SEE incurs little cost
in performance or memory.
Remark 1: One challenging factor in designing the runner
is the identification of the firmware variables permitted to be
symbolic. For instance, consider a variable v that holds the
pointer to a buffer. Obviously, making the pointer value (which
would mean that starting address of the buffer) symbolic is not
helpful. FirVer runner accounts for such cases, e.g., instead of
the pointer, the buffer entries pointed by the variable (and the
1 Since T is a concrete run in VP, all memory indirections are obviously
resolved prior to the execution of the instruction. Consequently, it is possible
to perform the correlation using only the pair hT , Ci.

Algorithm 1: FIRVER Test Generation
Input:
(a) Code Under test (T P)
(b) Initial concrete seed test τ
Output: Database of Tests U
1 U ← {τ}
2 V ← {}
3 repeat
4
Let t ∈ U be a previously unexplored test
5
hEi ← Runner(T P,t)
6
hT , Ci ← Tracer(E)
7
V ← V ∪ {hT , Ci}
8
hU, Vi ← Manager(U, V)
9 until No New trace added to V
10 return U
Algorithm 2: Managing traces and tests
Input:
(a) Database of Tests U
(b) Database of Trace Pairs V
Output: New test and trace databases hU, Vi
1 Let hT , Ci ∈ V
2 Let V ← V\hT , Ci
0
3 T ← MassageTrace(T , C)
0
4 hx, Bi ← SEE(T )
5 V ← V ∪ {x}
6 U ←U∪B
7 return hU, Vi

size of the buffer) are made symbolic in the test harness (and
correspondingly the runner). Handling such details is critical
in making concolic testing tool viable for complex low-level
software and firmware implementations that include realistic
features.
Fig. 1 shows the system architecture of FirVer. Note
that the FirVer runner is created by simply augmenting the
standard test harnesses used for unit testing, with facilities
for capturing additional book-keeping information required by
Tracer. Correspondingly, the tests generated by FirVer can be
executed systematically on top of the same virtual prototype
environment (Native VP without any Tracer program) by
simply replacing the FirVer runner with a traditional test
harness.
V. Application: Application and Evaluation of FirVer on
TianoCore Boot Firmware
A. Setup
We have used FirVer to verify several functions of the
TianoCore firmware. TianoCore was developed by Intel Corporation as the “Foundation Code” of its Extensible Firmware
Interface (EFI), a successor to the 16-bit x86 legacy PC BIOS
[12]. TianoCore is a full-featured boot firmware, including
all five phases of UEFI. Additionally, it has a full firmware
stack for power management, security, update signing, glitch
resistance, and many others.
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Fig. 2. FirVer workflow applied on TianoCore

Our realization of FirVer uses QEMU-x86 as the VP, with
KLEE as the target SEE. Fig. 2 shows the FirVer workflow for
TianoCore. The FirVer setup requires a test harness definition
that is used to create the runner program. Note that since
TianoCore is UEFI-compatible, the test harnesses can be built
as an EFI application.
Remark 2: (Implementation Note) The UEFI application
can be mounted in QEMU using the VFAT file system.
However, for QEMU to create a snapshot, it has to save
the metadata related to the snapshot into the actual images
used to boot. It means the image(s) we use to boot (for
example, bios.bin in FAT32 file-system) need to be in the
proper image format compatible with QEMU. We address
this by creating a blank iso image with a vfat file-system
that contains the harness app and convert the iso image into
QEMU qcow2 format.
We applied FirVer on two TianoCore libraries BaseSafeIntLib and MemoryAllocationLib. BaseSafeIntLib library
contains implementation of “safe” operation of type conversion, addition, subtraction and multiplication functions of
different sizes (bytes) of data with the goal to eliminate
integer overflows. MemoryAllocationLib is responsible for
safe memory allocation routines depending on boot services of
DXE phase of UEFI execution. These functions constitute the
regression suite of HBFA (Host Based Firmware Analyzer)
unit testing framework on BIOS [13] and are critical to the
security of the firmware. Table I provides a summary of some
of the functions. All functions from the two libraries (90 from
MemoryAllocationLib and 27 from MemoryAllocationLib)
were explored in our experiments.

Remark 3: In addition to the function itself, the number of
test cases generated depends on the allocated buffer size in the
test harness (if the function involves usage of buffer). Indeed,
in many cases, a minimum size is necessary for appropriate
test cases to be generated, e.g., for SafeUint64Mult, the
appropriate buffer size is required for the concolic testing
to generate tests that correspond to valid multiplicands and
multiplier.
B. Coverage Results
Table II shows the evaluation of generated tests in terms
of line coverage, function coverage, and branch coverage of
the functions from the mentioned libraries. For a succinct
presentation of the results, we divide the functions into a few
classes based on the functionality and report the respective
coverage for each class. For example, the SafeUintMult class
represents the functions that prevent overflow during the
multiplication of unsigned integers for different sizes of multiplicands and multipliers. AllocatePages includes functions
that allocate one or more 4 KB pages of different data types,
such as EfiBootServicesData, EfiRuntimeServicesData. The
line coverage from FirVer is 90-100%, and the function
coverage is between 87-100%.
It is illustrative to understand the branch coverage results,
which are much lower than other coverages. There are two
reasons for this behavior. First, certain branches are semantically impossible to cover. Consider, for example, the following
code fragment.
if (x < 100) then return;
...
Clearly, the code represented as ... (including any branch
conditions there) is only reachable when the value of x is not
less than 100. However, branch coverage will attempt to reach
those control flow under both conditions (x < 100) and (x
≥ 100) resulting in the coverage values being penalized. Our
“estimated average” column adjusts for this approximation by
eliminating the semantically unreachable branch conditions.
The second reason is that there were some corner cases where
exploring a branch condition led to segmentation faults (see
below). Consequently, we had to explicitly remove those tests
from coverage calculation.
C. Segmentation Faults
The FirVer test generation found segmentation fault under
a specific corner case bug that manifested in 63 functions
of BaseSafeIntLib. This happens if a test input has a NULL
value for the buffer passed to the function. The buffer is
used by these functions to store the output (converted) value,
avoiding explicit returns. Consequently, if enough space is
not allocated for the buffer, the output generated goes out
of bound, resulting in a segmentation fault. Note that while
this can be considered a real bug, we have not found an
instance of the invocation of that function that resulted in this
corner case being exposed. Nevertheless, the fact that FirVer
found segmentation faults in a firmware implementation that
is defined as a foundation code for next-generation boot
firmware underlines the importance of tools like FirVer for
firmware analysis.

TABLE I
FirVer Applied on Tianocore
Target functions

Allocated Buffer Size in byte
in the test harness

Significance of the functions

Number of Test cases

SafeInt8ToUint16

It performs 8 bit unsigned integer to 16 bit unsigned integer conversion.
This function converts the input specified by the output type and stores
the result into allocated output buffer. So the output must be at least as
large as the specified output type. If overflow or underflow occurs, it
returns error.

2

5

SafeInt16Add

This function performs addition on 16 bit integers. It performs addition
using provided augend and addend and returns the output stored in a
buffer. The buffer should be st least the size of the output type,
otherwise will return an error in case of an overflow or underflow.

2

10

SafeUint64Mult

It performs multiplication on uint64 type. It takes the multiplicand and
multiplier as input and converts the result specified by the output type
and stores the output in a buffer. The buffer is at least as large as the
result type.If overflow/underflow condition occurs,it returns error.

8

177

SafeInt64Sub

It performs subtraction on unsigned 64 bits integers. It performs subtraction using the provided minuend and subtrahend and return the output
stored in a buffer in the requested format. The buffer should be at least
the size of the output type, returns an error in case of overflow/underflow.

8

94

AllocatePages

It allocates one or more 4KB pages of EfiBootServicesData type and
returns a pointer to the allocated buffer. In case of 0 page or insufficient
memory satisfying the service, NULL is returned.

same as the input size

2

It allocates space or the number bytes specified by allocation size of type
EfiBootServicesData, copies allocation size bytes from buffer to the newly
allocated buffer, and returns a pointer to the allocated buffer. In case of
zero allocation size or insufficient memory satisfying the service, NULL
is returned.

same as the input size

thousands of tests

AllocateCopyPool

VI. Related Work
DART [14] is one of the early works in concolic testing. It
applies automated random testing on the source code. KLEE
[8] is a highly used symbolic execution tool at the source
level which automatically generates tests with high coverage.
It performs source-level symbolic execution while our work
FirVer uses KLEE as the symbolic executor and extends
it to perform concolic execution on firmware binaries. UCKLEE [15] is an extension of KLEE that performs underconstrained symbolic execution. FIE [16] also uses KLEE as
SEE to apply on low power platforms, especially firmware
programs for the MSP430 family of micro-controllers. S2 E [9]
and CRETE [10], [17] tools have been developed to perform
concolic testing on binaries. However, their applicability is
limited to application code or system code under guest OS
support. Another symbolic execution-based tool is S2E [9]
which provides automated path analysis that tightly couples
the concrete and symbolic execution. Our work with FirVer
decouples concrete execution from symbolic analysis and
provides the flexibility of replacing the infrastructure used
on the VP component with a test harness while leaving
the offline analysis essentially unchanged. Another related
line of research is by Ahn et al. [18] that virtualizes the
hardware/firmware interactions as transaction properties and
applies concolic testing. However, it is not applicable when the
transaction does not exhibit a producer-consumer relationship.

One of the early tools in the security analysis of binary code
is BitBlaze [19]. It builds a binary analysis platform and uses
it to provide solutions for different security vulnerabilities.
ANGR [20] is a python based framework for binary analysis.
However, it suffers memory overhead as it has to maintain
execution states for all paths while FirVer minimizes memory
usage by analyzing the system path by path. Vex [21] integrates some of the existing binary analysis approaches based
on both static and dynamic techniques and reproduces a single
framework. Aside from concolic testing, fuzzing has also
been successfully used for the detection of bugs or security
loopholes in low-level software [22]. AFL [23] is a popular
fuzzer that incorporates instrumentation and genetic algorithm
to generate test cases. JFuzz [24] is a tool that applies concolic
testing on Java programs, and Pex [22] applies testing on
.NET programs. Fuzzing perturbs inputs randomly to provide
unexpected inputs to the software/firmware under test. The key
difference with concolic testing is that the latter systematically
targets different program branches through symbolic analysis
of the branches encountered. Obviously, when successful, concolic testing provides a more systematic means for exploring
corner cases of the target design. HBFA [25] uses fuzzing
for UEFI. However, it confines analysis to the software
functionality and abstracts hardware interactions.

TABLE II
Evaluation of the generated tests applied on TianoCore

Function Class

Number of generated
tests

Line Coverage (%)

Function Coverage (%)

Branch Coverage (%)

Min

Max

Min

Max

Avg

Min

Max

Avg

Min

Max

Avg

SafeUintMult
SafeIntMult
SafeUintAdd
SafeIntAdd
SafeUintSub
SafeIntSub
SafeUintToInt
SafeIntToUint
AllocatePages
AllocatePool
Reallocatepool

6
7
5
6
5
7
5
6
2
27
139

94
91
90.9
95.8
91.3
91.7
75
76.5
100
100
100

100
95.8
100
100
91.3
95.2
82
81
100
100
100

95.2
94
96.36
97.26
91.3
93.4
78.5
79.2
100
100
100

75
75
100
75
100
100
75
66.7
100
100
100

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

90.625
92.85
100
91.66
100
100
87.5
83.35
100
100
100

57.7
70.6
57
75
62.5
70.2
57.7
50
66.7
66.7
66.7

88.9
83.3
62.16
100
62.5
83.3
57.7
50
66.7
66.7
66.7

73.3
76.92
59.75
81.25
62.5
73.8
57.7
50
66.7
66.7
66.7

AllocateCopyPool

-

177
198
46
46
188
213
35
53
26
29
198
thousands
in an hour

Estimated
Avg
83.7
81.35
95
87.5
85.5
87.5
67.86
65.013
100
100
100

100

100

100

100

100

100

66.7

66.7

66.7

100

VII. Conclusion and Future Work
Firmware validation is a crucial component in developing
high-assurance SoC designs and cannot be directly addressed
by traditional software validation techniques. We developed a
concolic testing framework extended on a virtual prototyping
environment for systematically validating firmware binaries.
We demonstrated the effectiveness of FirVer libraries of
TianoCore boot firmware. In addition to achieving high coverage, the tests generated illustrated corner case scenarios that
result in segmentation faults.
In future work, we plan to apply the FirVer system more
extensively on BIOS and also explore its applicability on
other (microcontroller) firmware. One target is the power
management firmware in SoC designs. We will also explore
opportunities for more automation, e.g., in generating the test
harness, smart identification of symbolic parameters.
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